Product Review: Kasa Smart Wi-Fi Plug Mini by TP-Link (2-pack)
A review by Tom Flynn, EE Ambassador since 2018

I am using the **Kasa Smart Wi-Fi Plug Mini by TP-Link (2-Pack)**. I’m using one of these devices on each of the two floor lamps located in the living room of my condominium. They were simple to install by just taking them out of the box, plugging them into the wall outlets, loading the app onto my smart phone and then creating an account to connect them to my at-home Wi-Fi.

I selected these devices in hope of reducing my energy consumption on these two lamps by having the ability to program them when I’m away from home. The smart plugs also have a feature to create many different lighting scenes by using the app. Some of the scene options are Movie Night, Morning, Evening, as well as an option to create your own custom scenes.

Overall, these devices have exceeded my expectations for installation, set-up, and ease-of-use. I have seen a slight reduction in my energy usage since using these devices and I have recommended them to friends and family.

Photo courtesy of Amazon; to see more about the reviewed product, please visit: [https://amzn.to/2KMIsri](https://amzn.to/2KMIsri).